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Filled with tips and strategies collected more than years of shared encounters, Fidget to Focus is a gold mine of
information and sometimes surprising, sometimes heart-warming stories about how to stay focused and on the right
track, even though tasks are dull, tedious, and boring. Thom Hartmann, author of Interest Deficit Disorder: A Different
Perception. "I really like Fidget to Concentrate. I wish to congratulate you on this wonderful and unique contribution to
the field. Roland Rotz and Coach Sarah Wright are recommending within their new book, Fidget to Focus. Sounds
counterintuitive, but that's just what Dr. . .)." Sandra Rief, Author of HOW EXACTLY TO Reach & Teach Kids with
ADD/ADHD: Practical Methods, Strategies, and Interventions "Fidgeting to stay focused . Your publication was very
useful about how the ADD brain works and current understanding about the disorder, and also the numerous practical,
helpful sensory approaches for self-regulation that you shared." Patricia O. Advocating repetitive sensory-motor
activities as a fundamental strategy for improving attention and other cognitive capabilities, they present a unique and
fun way to turn outer chaos to calm concentrate. Quinn, MD, Director, National Center for Gender Problems and ADHD,
author of a number of books on Increase. The groundbreaking suggestions in this book, based on the personal
experiences of hundreds of people and latest breakthroughs in neuroscience, changes how you live with this disorder. As
yet, the only way you could learn about the Fidget to Focus approach to successfully coping with and managing Interest
Deficit Disorder (ADD) was to attend a national conference. Fidget to target is a guide to keeping your human brain
engaged and concentrated with equipment and techniques available to you anytime (workbook included! Suppose!
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Gives great insight into A Hand this book out regularly and present one to every instructor my son has each year. Gives
great insight into A.D.D and how the brain functions and also gives great idea's on how to use it. Hate the title. These
authors know what they are talking about. :) I found it amazing. I actually gave it to my grandsons instructor to combat
his Add more. and for this alone, the reserve is usually a invaluable. I found it amazing. Five Stars Lots of ideas Five Stars
As pictured. Whether you're interested in fidgeting or not, this reserve will give you an excellent knowledge of the
complex and confusing nature of Increase. Explanations of what's occurring and what's not really happening in the
Increase mind are easy to comprehend, however, not dumbed-down. The underpinnings of Put symptoms and behaviors
start to make sense; She was too stuffy to check it out. This is EVERYTHING we encounter on a daily basis in the ADHD
division and has actually helped us to better understand our boy and how to best support him! and this is the book I'd
give to anyone who wished or needed to understand Increase.Take note to authors: Expand your readership by
reconfiguring this publication as an over-all book in ADD and put fidgeting in a section about strategies. Excellent
Resource, Very Readable I use this book at all times as a counselor with children who've ADHD. LOVE THE Reserve! Five
Stars Like it! All the information was clearly and conveniently presented. Confirmation Mostly confirmation that it is
okay if you do that & I would highly recommend this reserve to everyone. Loaded well.. Although I was scanning this for
a member of family diagnosed with Combine, I found many of the ideas helpful to me as well. hey - I do that! I have now
followed some of the recommendations and am using "fidget" toys while I function and it helps so much. Thank
you!.Since this reader struggles to focus, the book is informative but short. suggest these Abilitations Pencil Fidgits for
the classroom where children don't have a lot of wiggle-area. Shipped promptly. I am a full time college student and
have trouble concentrating on my learning and decided to take a look book out for tips. Great assistance!Accepting that
simply by getting out of your seat in class or having to doodle to hear a phone call isn't a sign that you will be not
listening, but your mind just must do something else simultaneously to concentrate. Excellent reference, very readable!
Two Stars outdated information Fidget strategies which will help anyone Great book for anyone researching to fidget. A
lot of great info. If you want to understand ADD, read this reserve! HELPFUL BOOK This book has helpful explanations of
ADD with some practical suggestions to aid in focusing. Great ADHD aid! Wow, just wow. SO insightful! Thanks! I've ADD
and I've go through (or skimmed) nearly every book and article out now there;Also for kids - actually teenagers - heck,
ADHD adults. Should be an integral part of any ADD library I not only learned new approaches for managing and dealing
with ADD but We learned much more about the problem itself.
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